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a b s t r a c t

Strategic planning and multi-agent coordination are major research topics in the domain of RoboCup.
Innovations in these areas are, however, often developed and applied to only a single RoboCup league
and/or one domain, without proper generalization. Moreover, the more technical leagues, like middle-
size and humanoid, tend to focus development on low-level skills, that often suffice to gain a competitive
edge over other teams. In these leagues, the development of high-level cooperation is secondary.

Although the importance of the concept of Setplay, to structure a robotic soccer team behaviour, has
been acknowledged by many researchers, no general framework for the development and execution of
generic Setplays has been introduced in the context of RoboCup. This paper presents such a framework
for high-level Setplay definition and execution, applicable to any RoboCup cooperative league and similar
domains. The framework is based on a flexible, standard and league-independent language, which defines
Setplays that are interpreted and executed at run-time, using inter-robot communication.

An initial major step in the development of the Setplay framework was its usage and testing in the
scope of the FCPortugal team, which participates in the RoboCup 2D-simulation and 3D-simulation lea-
gues, where it won several titles both in the 2D and 3D leagues. This framework was also recently imple-
mented in the middle-size team CAMBADA. This team has, in the recent past and with previous versions
of the control software, ranked first and third in RoboCup’s 2008 and 2009 editions. The implementation
is described with concrete examples of Setplay definition and execution, which shows the usefulness of
this approach and motivate its use as a major coordination tool for teams participating in the simulation,
small-size, middle-size, standard platform and humanoid leagues of RoboCup.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

RoboCup1 [4] is an international initiative to promote Artificial
Intelligence, robotics, and related fields. It fosters research by provid-
ing a standard problem where a wide range of technologies can be
integrated and examined. RoboCup uses the soccer game as a central
topic of research, aiming at innovations to be applied for socially sig-
nificant problems and industries. Research topics include design
principles of autonomous agents, strategy acquisition, real-time rea-
soning, robotics, and multi-agent collaboration, which this paper
aims at contributing to.

Robotic Soccer needs, as the research in the domain develops,
coordination at team scope, which involves planning at many lev-
els. This paper deals with representing and executing high-level,
flexible plans for robots playing in different RoboCup leagues. A
ll rights reserved.
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framework for representing, executing and evaluating such plans
is presented, relying on a high-level Setplay definition language
and inter-robot communication.

Setplays are commonly used in many team sports such as soc-
cer, rugby, handball, basketball and baseball. There are surely sev-
eral important differences between robot soccer and human sports,
but Setplays are nonetheless a useful tool for high-level coordina-
tion and cooperation, since they allow the definition of how differ-
ent players interact in key situations. In the sense employed in this
article, a Setplay is a freely-definable, flexible and multi-step plan,
which allows alternative execution paths, involving a variable
number of robots.
1.1. Motivation and requirements

The CAMBADA team 2 has, in recent years, obtained very good re-
sults in the RoboCup competitions. The final ranks in the editions
2 http://www.ieeta.pt/atri/cambada/
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Fig. 1. Replacer’s state machine, from [23].

Fig. 2. Receiver’s state machine, from [23].
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since 2007 have been 5th, 1st and 3rd. These achievements are a re-
sult of a continuous effort to enhance the team performance.
Namely, the team performance was highly improved when playing
set pieces, i.e., throw-ins, free-kicks, goal-kicks and other similar sit-
uations decided by the referee. In recent years, rule changes were
made in order to encourage team-play [14]. With the goal of avoid-
ing that a single player dribbles around the field before eventually
shooting at goal, set-pieces must include a pass, between the two
players that first touch the ball, and these must have at least one me-
ters between them.

Set pieces [7] are a very important part of CAMBADA game. For
example, in the 2008 Robocup final, four of the seven goals scored
resulted directly from a set piece. In a typical set piece scenario,
there are three robots directly involved, while the rest are in stra-
tegic positions. A typical set piece, as it has been used in CAMBADA
in recent years will be now described, to better motivate the sub-
sequent development of the Setplay framework.

Set pieces are based in two roles: Replacer, the robot that makes
the pass, and Receiver, the robot that will receive the ball and then
go on playing, shooting at the goal. In each set piece there will be
one Replacer and two Receivers.

The Replacer role (see the state machine in Fig. 1) is the one
responsible for giving the first touch to the ball in every set piece.
This role is the one in charge of beginning the set piece. It will po-
sition itself close to the ball (state ‘‘Positioning”), decide which Re-
ceiver to pass to (state ‘‘Evaluation”), align with the chosen Receiver
(state ‘‘Aligned”) and, after passing (state ‘‘Pass”), it will move away.

The role Receiver (see state machine in Fig. 2) is responsible for
the positioning of two robots in the set pieces. One of those robots
will receive a pass from the Replacer, as described before, after cor-
rectly positioning itself (state ‘‘Positioning”). It will then receive the
ball (state ‘‘Receive”) and subsequently kick the it into the oppo-
nent goal (state ‘‘Kick”).

In this previous approach, the strategy for set pieces can be
parameterized in a configuration file. In that file there is information
about the positioning of the Receivers for every set piece and to
whom the Replacer should pass first. The configuration file is written
in XML and contains many informations, such as field dimensions
and other parameters [3]. However, the configuration of set-pieces
is limited: the general execution is hard-coded, and only the posi-
tioning of the participating roles can be changed. In the team that
played in RoboCup 2009 there was no way of defining a new Setplay,
like, e.g., the Replacer passing to a ReceiverA, which would in turn
pass to a ReceiverB, which would eventually shoot at goal.

Since the skills of robots are continuously improving, and oppo-
nents try to react to new developments and counter them, it would
be very useful for the CAMBADA team if there would be a new way
of freely defining arbitrary Setplays, through configuration files or
Please cite this article in press as: Mota L et al. Multi-robot coordination using
doi:10.1016/j.mechatronics.2010.05.005
even a generic Setplay graphical editor like the one already devel-
oped for Setplay and formations definition in the FC Portugal team
[11].

This kind of collective play is described and shared in a stan-
dard, league-independent and flexible way, which is interpreted
and executed at run-time. The first benefit is the possibility of writ-
ing arbitrary Setplays, which are dynamically used during the
game, opening horizons to new plays which will, for instance, dif-
fer from game to game, to better deal with each opponents’ char-
acteristics. In this sense, the Setplays are also used in different
leagues. Furthermore, since any player can have access to the def-
inition of Setplays and interpret their content, Setplays can, in the
future, also be a means for the creation of mixed teams, where het-
erogeneous robots, i.e., robots with different origin, with distinct
hardware and software, would play together: when the Setplays
are being executed, players simply have to follow the steps in
the Setplay in order to cooperate.
Setplays in the middle-size and simulation leagues. Mechatronics (2010),
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To fulfil these requirements, one needs a new standard lan-
guage, where Setplays can be defined and interpreted by any
player in any league. The basic concepts of soccer (moves, condi-
tions, actions, skills) need a clear and concrete definition. Also,
the transitions between intermediary steps have to be expressed,
as well as termination conditions. Such a language is thus the sci-
entific subject being presented in the remainder of this article.

Further, a new framework has been developed in C++ to ease
the implementation of Setplays in any team: this framework al-
ready provides different features: a parser for Setplay definition
files and an engine to run the Setplays. As such, in order to imple-
ment Setplays in a new team, only two tasks have to be carried out:
implement the testing of soccer conditions and the execution of ac-
tions in this domain. Details on these tasks will be given in Section
3.2.

1.2. Article outline

A brief State of the Art in cooperative team-play in the RoboCup
domain, as well as related work, are presented in Section 2. The
framework that models this language is presented in Section 3,
including its distribution as a C++ library. The implementation of
a full-blown prototype of usage of the framework in the 2D simu-
lation server [15] was a major step in the testing of this framework,
and is described in Section 4. This implementation was done on top
of the code of the FCPortugal team. 3 The main focus of this article,
the framework implementation in the middle-size team CAMBADA
is presented in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn, and future
lines of research are presented in Section 6.
2. State of the art

2.1. Coordination in the middle-size league

The CAMBADA coordination [6] is based in Situation Based Stra-
tegic Positioning (SBSP) [18,16] strategies used in RoboCup 2D sim-
ulation league, adapted to the MSL specifications. For role
assignment a dynamic algorithm that adapts the formation to a
possible varying number of active robots, is used, which will assign
each role/robot to the strategic positionings according to priorities
and number of active robots [7]. CAMBADA has in recent years also
been using simple Setplays in key situations like corners, kick-offs
and free-kicks. Such Setplays can have their parameters config-
ured, but cannot be freely defined: their execution structure is
hard-coded.

TechUnited [1] team has recently switched from static to dy-
namic assignment of roles, which is done centrally by a dedicated
module, based on world-state, namely player and ball positions.

The Brainstormers Tribots [5] have their roles, and the team for-
mation, decided centrally by a dedicated, high-level module. The
closest robot to the ball acts as a master and decides which play
to use. Such plays are managed through communication and man-
aged through a master player, but it is unclear how they are de-
fined [10].

RFC Stuttgart, formerly CoPS [26], use dynamic role assignment,
with sub-roles, e.g., role Defender and sub-role Left or Right. The
role allocation is done locally by every robot, based on the shared
world model, that integrates information from all robots. This
being the case, inconsistencies are minimised, since all robots de-
cide based on the same information. Role allocation will be poten-
tially wrong only when the shared world model is inconsistent.

Coordination in this league is thus mainly structured around
positional and role-allocation techniques. Setplay based coopera-
3 http://www.ieeta.pt/robocup
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tion is beginning to be used in specific situations, by teams CAMB-
ADA and Brainstormers Tribots, but only using limited and rigid
techniques.

2.2. Coordination through positioning

A method to achieve coordination based on repulsions and
attractions called Strategic Positioning by Attraction and Repulsion
(SPAR) was introduced by [24]. When an agent is positioning itself
using SPAR, the agent maximizes the distance to other players and
minimizes the distance to ball and to goal. This is achieved evalu-
ating several forces: repulsion from opponents and team-mates,
attraction to active team mate, ball and opponent goal. It also uses
other constraints that have influence in agent’s positioning: stay in
an area near home position, stay within the field boundaries, avoid
being at an offside position and stay in a position where is possible
to receive a pass.

Later the Situation Based Strategic Positioning (SBSP) was intro-
duced by [18,9]. If an agent is not involved, and will not be soon,
in an active situation it will try to occupy its strategic position rel-
ative to the actual situation of the game, which can dynamically
change when the situation changes. The dynamic changes of one
player will influence the decision of others, which will avoid that
several players take the same strategic position. Through the anal-
ysis of the tactic, formation, self positioning in the formation and
player type, a player is able to define its base strategic positioning.
This position is then adjusted accordingly to ball position and
velocity and situation (i.e. attack, defence, etc.). The player type de-
fines the player’s strategic characteristics like ball attraction,
admissible regions in the field, specific positional characteristics
for some regions in the field, tendency to stay behind the ball,
alignment in the offside line, and attraction by specific points in
the field in some situations. Using a strategic positioning like SBSP
the players will be more well distributed over the field than using a
active one like SPAR, this is the reason why other teams adopted
SBSP as the standard positioning method.

2.3. Coordination through plays

In this section, a Play is considered either a role allocation algo-
rithm, or a small plan, involving all or part of the players in a team,
which defines their positioning and/or choice of actions. A Role is a
particular participation of a robot in a Play, which may include
Parametres, that are variables that influence the Play’s definition
and execution.

The concept of Setplay is present in a teamwork and communi-
cation strategy for the 2D simulation league, presented by [25].
These Setplays, however, lack some of the most relevant features
now presented. Namely, they are meant to be used only in very
specific situations, like corner kicks and throw-ins, which are
decided by the referee, and are unique for each of these situations.
Thus, the question of Setplay activation and choice is not consid-
ered. Further, there is no mention to Parameters, though Player
Roles are proposed. Most important, a Setplay is limited to a se-
quence of Steps, without alternatives, which excludes the need of
choice announcing, and therefore the use of communication with
this purpose.

A strategy for role assignment in the now defunct four-legged
league was introduced by [12]. This strategy implies the communi-
cation of the currently chosen Play, which provides a set of Roles to
be assigned to all the available players in the team. The strategy as-
sures coordination by the existence of a leader that selects the best
momentary Play and instructs the other robots on what Roles to
take. Each Role fully determines the player’s behaviour. The strat-
egy does not, however, define a concept of Setplay with intermedi-
ary states, and Plays do not have Parameters.
Setplays in the middle-size and simulation leagues. Mechatronics (2010),
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Also in the context of the four-legged league, [22] introduced a
Case-based-reasoning inspired system, relying on the concept of
Play. Plays are a more limited concept than Setplays, since they
merely aim at distributing roles among all the teams players. It is
therefore more of a coordination methodology than cooperation
with actual plans, as is the case with Setplays.

The RFC Stuttgart/CoPS team uses Special Interaction Nets [27],
a simplified version of Interaction Nets adapted to cooperation in
multi-agent environments. These diagrams include states, repre-
senting actions, transitions, which model conditions, eventually
global, and sub-nets, with all the former components. Certain con-
ditions can model time-dependent issues, and can be used to syn-
chronise multi-agent behaviour. Messages can also be used to
synchronise multiple networks. The model does not present a stan-
dard set of concepts, which does not enforce generalisation and
may lead to the developing of very specific cooperative strategies.

The Extensible Agent Behaviour Specification Language (XABSL)
is a language to describe behaviours for autonomous agents based
on hierarchical finite state machines, and has been used by differ-
ent teams in RoboCup, namely the German Team [21]. Recent
developments [20] have allowed the use of the language to develop
cooperative multi-agent behaviour, through synchronisation ele-
ments, that allow the specification of minimum or maximum num-
ber of robots is a given state. This kind of cooperation does, though,
not easily allow the incorporation of communication [19]. Also, the
programming of cooperative behaviour requires the definition of
options, through a dedicated language.

The described approaches that are more than role allocation
algorithms are limited in some aspects: either they do not define
a standard vocabulary, they do not allow real-time definition of
parameters, they can be started only in particular situations, they
do not allow alternatives in the definition of Setplays or they do
not allow the quick prototyping of new Setplays through easily
editable files. There is, thus, place for large improvements.
3. Setplay framework

As stated in Section 1, a Setplay is a freely-definable, flexible
and multi-step plan, which allows alternative execution paths,
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involving a variable number of robots. The Setplay framework
was designed with the goal of being general, flexible, parameteriz-
able and applicable to any robotic soccer league. Its general struc-
ture is shown schematically in Fig. 3.

At the top level, a Setplay is identified by a name, and has
parameters, which can be simple data types like integers and dec-
imals, or more sophisticated concepts as points and regions. Set-
plays also have Player References, which identify players taking
part in the Setplay. The Player References can point to specific play-
ers, or be Player Roles, i.e., abstract representations of a particular
role in the Setplay, identified by a name (e.g., attacker, supporter).
Parameters and Player Roles will be instantiated at run-time, allow-
ing a flexible use of the Setplay. An abortCond exists to define con-
ditions that, if satisfied, will make the Setplay at any moment in its’
execution.

Steps are the main building block of a Setplay, which contains an
arbitrary number of Steps, gathered in a list. A Step can be seen as a
state in the execution of a Setplay. By convention, the first Step in a
Setplay is always labelled with 0 as its id. The players participating
in a Setplay will follow some, or all, of these Steps in order to
accomplish the successful execution of the Setplay.

A Step has an id, which is a non-negative integer. In order to
control the Step’s execution, the concepts of wait time and abort
time are introduced. Wait time is the amount of time the player
should wait, after entering the Step, before starting the transition
to another Step, or simply finishing the Setplay. The abort time is
the threshold after which the players will abandon the Setplay, if
it was not possible to progress from this Step to another one. A Step
also has a Condition, which must be satisfied before entering the
Step. A list of Participations, in this scope called participants, identify
the players taking part in the Step, optionally also defining their
positioning.

There are several possible ways out of a Step, which are defined
as Transitions, see Fig. 4. All Transitions can have a Condition, which
must be satisfied for the Transition to be followed. An Abort Transi-
tion represents a situation where the Setplay must be abandoned,
either because it is no longer judged useful, or it is thought that
it will not reach its goal. The Finish Transition represents that the
Setplay has reached its intended goal and should stop at this point.
The main Transition, that is used to link between the different Steps
g
er
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is defined as NextStep. It includes the id of the next Step to be
reached, and contains a list of Directives that will be applied in or-
der to accomplish the Transition.

Directives connect players to Actions and can be of two kinds: Do
and Don’t, meaning respectively that the contained Actions should,
or should not, be executed. In this context, Actions, depicted in
Fig. 5, are abstract, high-level concepts that represent skills and
moves, both simple and complex, that can be executed by a player.
Examples of such Actions are passing the ball to a player or region,
shooting at goal, intercepting the ball, or dribbling. In this Setplay
framework, the Action concepts were inspired by the ones defined
by Clang [2], the coaching language used in the simulation league.
There is, however, one added Action which is absent from this lan-
guage: the concept of Action Sequence, where several actions are to
be executed following a particular order.

Conditions model high-level characteristics of the State of the
World, specifically modelling the domain of robotic soccer. Exam-
ples of such Conditions, depicted in Fig. 6, are players and ball posi-
tions, ball ownership and play-mode. Similarly to the Actions, the
majority of the Conditions in this framework were inspired in
Clang. In this case, however, several new Conditions had to be intro-
duced, in order to model complementary situations. Particularly,
Pass

Shoot

PlayerReference

1..*

1

MarkPlayer

1

1
Hold

MarkLineTo1..* 1
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1..* 1

to

ActionSequence

2..*

1

Action

Fig. 5. Action d
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some Conditions refer to the possibility of accomplishing passes
and shots, i.e., modelling the success of passes to players and re-
gions, and shots at goal. One should pay special attention to this
kind of Conditions: they are not based on a verifiable state-of-the
world, but instead are an estimation of a success rate. This could
be considered as intrinsically different from Conditions like player
position, which are tangible and verifiable. Even these Conditions
are, in the scope of robotic soccer, also somehow an estimation:
the players do not know the real state-of-the-world, they simply
have their own view, built from own observation and information
shared by other team-mates. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity
and expressiveness, all these concepts are indistinguishable con-
sidered Conditions.

Regions are another concept in the core of the definition of Set-
play, and are depicted in the diagram in Fig. 7. Once again, these
concepts originate from Clang, including spatial entities like points,
Triangles, Arcs and Rectangles. Similarly, the concept of Dynamic
Point, referring to the location of a player or of the ball, is also
introduced. Named regions are introduced to model intuitive loca-
tions like ‘our mid-field’ or ‘their penalty box’, as defined in [17].
3.1. Inter-robot communication

A relevant issue in the usage of the framework is how to achieve
coordination between the robots when executing a Setplay. Natu-
rally, a complex Setplay must follow several steps, and all partici-
pating players must be tightly synchronized in order to achieve
fruitful cooperation. The first step towards this objective was to de-
fine a communication and synchronization policy, which should be
as straight-forward as possible, and can be seen in Fig. 8.

Each step will be led by the so-called lead player, who will nor-
mally be either the player with ball possession (see Section 4.1),
since it is the one which has to take the most important decisions,
while manipulating the ball, or a special agent (e.g. the coach, see
Section 5.1). This player is determined through the Setplay defini-
tion, and it must not, naturally, be fixed throughout the Setplay,
which means it can change from step to step, while monitoring
the execution of the Setplay.

On Setplay start, the lead player will instruct the other players
on Setplay begin, communicating the Setplay number, the partici-
pating players and the other (optional) parameters (message star-
tSetplay in Fig. 8). Along Setplay execution, the verification of step
entry and the choice of a transition will be announced through
stepChange and nextStep messages, as seen in Fig. 8. The entry into
a new step, which is decided by the lead player in charge of the
previous step, can imply the change of the lead player. Other pos-
sible messages are related to Setplay end: the lead player may ver-
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ify that a Setplay is finished, when it chooses a Finish Transition, or
that it must be aborted, when a Abort Transition is followed or the
general Abort Condition is satisfied. Such situations will be an-
nounced through the corresponding messages.

In momentary situations, the failure of the lead player, or com-
munication problems, would impair the management of Setplay
execution. Precisely to avoid these situations, Setplays have abort
timeouts that will stop the execution in case of lead player’s
inaction.
Ins
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The implementation of this communication policy is described
in more detail through an example in Sections 4.2 and 5.2.
3.2. Implementation as a C++ library

The Setplay framework was, from the beginning, intended to be
applicable to different teams and leagues: it should be possible to
mix players with different originating teams in one single team,
tantiatedRegion
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while executing Setplays, and, further, the framework should be
applied in different leagues, as described in the present article.

Since the initial implementation and testing were conducted on
top of the FCPortugal and CAMBADA teams, both implemented
using C++, it was decided to develop a C++ library, with two goals:
ease the implementation in these teams, or any other implemented
in C++, and maintain common framework that would be applied to
any team.

This implementation intended to provide as much tools as pos-
sible, and therefore the following two features were developed

Setplay definition parser: Since Setplays can freely be defined
using the model described in the last section, it was obviously
necessary to develop a parser to load files and translate them
to C++ objects. This parser was developed using the Spirit
library included in the latest Boost4 distributions.
Setplay execution engine: A Setplay execution is trivially deter-
mined by its definition. Therefore, the framework can provide
an execution engine to be immediately used, out-of-the-box.
This way, a team using the framework does not have to worry
about the execution of a Setplay: it has to define the domain
specific actions and conditions (see next section), and to launch
the Setplay.

3.3. Framework usage

With the provided library and tools, each team wishing to use
the framework only has to accomplish four tasks:

Setplay definition: Each team will use a different set of Setplays,
according to their strategy and skills. These Setplays can be
defined directly in the Setplay definition language, as described
above, or use the graphical editor [11].
Implement conditions: The conditions in the Setplay framework
are league specific, and must be adapted to the teams’ State-
4 http://www.boost.org/
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of-the-World implementation. Each condition class has an
abstract method to evaluate it that must be implemented.
Implement actions: The actions in the Setplay framework are
also league and team specific, and must be translated to actual
actions or skills. Each Action class has an abstract method to
execute it that must be implemented.
Deal with communication: The Setplay framework needs
messages being exchanged between the players, in order to syn-
chronize the execution of the Setplay. The framework makes this
task quite simple: at each moment it is possible, through the
invocation of methods, to know if the Framework requires a
message to be sent and, in this case, to access its content in plain
text. In such situations, the content of the message should be
transmitted to other players through the communication chan-
nels available. There is also a method to, upon reception, inter-
pret a message. Thus, to deal with the communication issues,
it suffices to check regularly if there is a message to be sent,
sending it when appropriate, and, at the same time, report each
received message to the framework for proper interpretation.

To actually use the Setplays, the team has to start the execution
of the Setplay by instantiating the parameters included in the Set-
play definition, and regularly (i.e., in every execution cycle) update
the Setplay status through an update method, which must supply
ball and players positions, and check for message received or wait-
ing for emission.

An initial prototype [13] of the implementation of the Setplay
framework was applied to the simulation 3D league, namely to
the FCPortugal3D team [8], which won RoboCup 2006 in this lea-
gue. This prototype was implemented on top of the 2006 simulator
version, where the players were modelled as spheres. In the fol-
lowing year, the players were changed to humanoids, with very
complex dynamics, very slow movement and unsure skills. In such
an environment, there is no use for high-level coordination: there
are presently only three players on each team and development fo-
cus on low-level skills. The implementation on this league was
thus abandoned and was not subject of real-game testing.
4. Usage in the simulation 2D league

As a primary test-bed for the Setplays, the code of the FCPortugal
[16], which participates in RoboCup since 2000, was used. This code
already had the main building blocks for the implementation of Set-
plays: a mature state-of-the-world, which considers both own
observations and information shared by other players, and which in-
cludes prediction of actions’ and interactions’ effects; and a set of ac-
tions and skills that allows the easy mapping of actions as defined in
the Setplay framework to concrete executions in the 2D simulator.

This implementation was achieved after following several steps.
First, the Setplay usage scenario was chosen: in the current level of
play, it was considered interesting to use Setplays in situations like
free-kicks, kick-ins and corners, since these situations are clearly
announced by the server, and thus all players can prepare to partic-
ipate in the Setplay.

Secondly, Conditions and Actions as defined in the framework
were implemented based on the existing code dealing with
world-state, skills and action.

Finally, the message exchange needed for the execution of Set-
plays was implemented, as discussed in Section 4.1.
4.1. Inter-robot communication

The major challenge in this implementation was how to deal
with the limited communication means allowed by the server. To
cope with the limited, single-channel communication, the lead
Setplays in the middle-size and simulation leagues. Mechatronics (2010),
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player (i.e, the player with ball possession) will be the only player
allowed to send messages. The content of communication must
be as concise as possible, in order to follow the 2D simulator’s lim-
itations (messages under 10 bytes in length, only one message per
team and cycle) and to leave enough place for the sharing of world-
state information, necessary for the maintenance of a satisfactory
and up-to-date world model by all players. In order to comply with
these limitations, it was chosen to only use Setplays without argu-
ments, since these would use much space in the startup messages
(as explained in Section 3.1). The Setplay startup message does
therefore only have the participating player numbers as arguments.
4.2. Example Setplay

In this section, a simple example is presented, to illustrate
the actual definition of Setplays, how the players in the 2D simula-
tion league deal with it, and how inter-robot communication is
deployed.

A situation where a Setplay can be properly used is the corner-
kick: it is an offensive situation close to the opponent goal and
holes in the defense can be exploited. To keep this example clear,
a simple situation, with only three participants and no opponents,
will be described. The Setplay initiator triggers execution, after
choosing the participating players from their distance to the posi-
tions in the Setplay, by sending a instantiation message- In this
case, the lead player is nr. 10 (taking role cornerP), and the two
other participants nrs. 7 and 11 (roles receiver and shooter), thus
the message sent is as follows:

S0 10 7 11

In step 0 of the Setplay, the participating players reach their
positions, after which the cornerP tries to reach step 1, passing
the ball to the receiver, as depicted in Fig. 9a. Upon gaining posses-
sion of the ball, receiver starts being the new lead player and there-
fore sends a message to the other players, informing them that the
Setplay is currently in step 1, and that the receiver will try to reach
step 2, as follows:

1 2

When the receiver verifies that it can make a pass to the shooter,
it will do so, as depicted in Fig. 9b. In this figure, the receiver is
looking at the shooter in order to accomplish a good pass, as it
was the case in the precedent image.

Finally, as soon as it considers that shooting at goal is possible,
the shooter executes the shot (see Fig. 9c) and moves to step 3,
(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Corner Setplay
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which simply finishes the Setplay. At this moment, the shooter will
send a message stating that it reached step 3, and that there is no
further step in the Setplay:

3 -1

The described Setplay was defined in a configuration file, read
upon player startup, as seen in Fig. 10.
5. Usage in the middle-size league

After successfully having implemented the framework’s usage
in the 2D simulation league, it was decided to use it in a real-world
environment, the middle-size league. This league’s development in
recent years has seen the leading teams’ effort to enhance the high-
level performance, through team-level coordination and coopera-
tion schemes, as seen in Section 2. Namely, as it has been described
in Section 1.1, team CAMBADA has developed configurable team--
play for set pieces. It was thus considered timely to take this kind
of team-play one level higher: fully integrate the Setplay
framework.

Development was, in a first moment, conducted in a simulated
environment: CAMBADA has developed a full-blown simulator to
ease the development process and avoid the constant use of the ro-
bots. The simulator fully emulates the robots’ low-level functions
(perceptors and actuators), and hence the high-level software can
be directly applied to the robots, with only minor inconsistencies.
Development in the simulated environment was quite straight-for-
ward, and, after implementing the abstract Conditions and Actions,
the robots were quickly executing Setplays. Special attention had
to be given to passes between players: the canPassPl Condition
had to assure that both players involved were well aligned, or else
the pass would frequently fail, since the ball catching capabilities
of the robots are very limited.

Setplay instantiation and startup were taken care of by the team
coach, which has access to the team’s shared State-of-the-World
(see Section 5.1 further down for details). This intangible agent,
that does not have to deal with low-level activities, has plenty
computing power to manage the Setplay execution.

The integration of the framework in the CAMBADA team has
proven to be more challenging than in the 2D simulation team,
since the low-level perception and action mechanisms are far more
complex, and had to be more finely tuned. The implementation,
however, did not find any major problems nor did it demand
changes in the framework.
(c)

execution steps.
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5.1. Inter-robot communication

Communication in the middle-size league is not subject to strict
limitations: although the robots are fully autonomous, they can
freely communicate through a wireless network using standard
protocol 802.11. In championship settings, it is common that the
network has high traffic and is consequently over-loaded, but this
situation in normally under control. In order to avoid message loss
or synchronization issues, messages are repeatedly written a con-
figurable number of times, which will ensure eventual reception
of all messages.

The CAMBADA team uses a black-board approach with a shared
State-of-the-World. This architecture, called Real Time Database
(RTDB) [6] has been used both for posting perception information
and coordination flags in previous tackles at team-level coordina-
tion. The RTDB was therefore used for the posting of the Setplay
messages by the coach, since these can be read by all the team
robots.

5.2. Example Setplay

In order to illustrate Setplay execution, a very simple interac-
tion will be used as example, in this case in play-on mode, when
the ball is in possession of our team, in a specific region (intersec-
Please cite this article in press as: Mota L et al. Multi-robot coordination using
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tion of mid_left and their_back). There are two robots involved: the
striker will turn and then pass the ball to the shooter, which, in turn,
will position itself in a central point and, upon reception of the
pass, will shoot at goal. Naturally, there can be more complex Set-
plays, with more parameters or extra receivers: such complexities
are avoided in this example for clarity’s sake. This Setplay’s defini-
tion can be seen in Fig. 11.

The execution of this Setplay will be illustrated through images,
displayed in Fig. 12, of an actual execution in CAMBADA’s simula-
tor, which uses the same code that runs on the actual robots.

The Setplay is initiated by the coach upon verification that the
conditions for entry in step 0 are satisfied: play-mode is play-on,
ball is in the desired region and one player has ball possession.
The participating players are chosen according to their distance
from the Setplay positions. At this moment (see diagram on
Fig. 12a), the coach posts the following message on the RTDB, stat-
ing that the participant players have jersey numbers 6 (represent-
ing the coach), 5 and 3:

S0 6 5 3

Upon reading this message, these players position themselves
in the desired positions. Since the desired pass can be accom-
plished, the coach will announce, as follows, that the desired next
step is nr. 1, which in this case is the only available option:

0 1
Setplays in the middle-size and simulation leagues. Mechatronics (2010),
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This will allow the striker to rotate towards the shooter
(Fig. 12b). After the players reach their positions, another step pro-
gress is announced by the coach:

1 2

The striker will then pass the ball to the shooter (see Fig. 12c).
This robot will accomplish the ‘receiveBall’ action by waiting for
the ball and, when it comes close, moving back to avoid it to reflect
(Fig. 12d). After catching the ball, the coach will evaluate if it con-
siders a shot at goal possible, in which case it will post a new step
change message:

2 3

This triggers the preparation (see Fig. 12e) for a shot at goal
through a kick behaviour, which in turn is visible on Fig. 12f. In
case the shot is possible, the Setplay will be finished, with the cor-
responding message being written on the RTDB by the coach,
where -1 stands for an inexistent state:

3 -1
Fig. 11. Play-on Set

Please cite this article in press as: Mota L et al. Multi-robot coordination using
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6. Future work and conclusions

The Setplays framework has shown to be flexible, since it allows
the expression of very different plans, from a very simple kick-in in
the middle-size league example, to complex corners and ball ex-
changes in square in the simulation league. This flexibility also en-
tails that the framework, and its underlying Setplay definition
language, is abstract enough to deal with the whole of the robotic
soccer domain.

Its generality is also beyond doubt, since the same framework,
without any kind of change in its core, has been applied to two
very different RoboCup setups. This is clearly a positive point to-
wards a completely general Setplay framework applicable to any
RoboCup league.

Since the framework is presented as a stand-alone library, its
usage is also quite simple: a new team wishing to use it only needs
to define the domain specific concepts (actions and conditions on
play definition.
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Fig. 12. Play-on Setplay execution steps.
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the State-of-the-World), and deal with Setplay selection and player
and parameter choice. From this point on, it suffices to update the
ball and players positions regularly to have Setplays executed.

To deal with languages like the one presented in this article, the
community is presently used to XML-based syntaxes. Though the
proposed syntax has an expressiveness comparable to, or even
higher than, XML, this is not a strict limitation. Nevertheless, it
would be fairly easy to create a translator from an XML syntax to
the present s-expression syntax, through style sheets or some sim-
ilar technology. Other possibility would be the development of an
XML parser from scratch. Such options would make the interaction
with the framework more appealing to users familiar with XML.

Setplays have, in the simulation league, been mainly applied in
situations where the startup conditions are very clear, i.e., situa-
tions signalled by the referee and therefore known to all players.
This will be further investigated in the near future: how to startup
Setplays in play-on situations, and how to deal with coordination
in these more complex situations, when there is no time to prepare
the Setplay, extending the work already done at this level in the
middle-size league.

Another line of research will be the application of machine
learning techniques on the selection of Setplays, considering the
opponent and the game state. As a first approach, Case-based rea-
soning will be investigated with this goal in mind.

On the long term, it also should be investigated how to extract
new Setplays from real-game situations: in fact, if some team-play
is successful, it could be possible to analyse logs, or images, and ex-
tract a Setplay definition for future usage.
Please cite this article in press as: Mota L et al. Multi-robot coordination using
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